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F ()REWORD

The WICHE program Improving Mental Health Services on Western
Campuses was designed to focus on the very complex human concerns
evolving from the current state of higher education. The program,
in its study of these problems, has convened task forces deliber-
ately comprised of representative members from the university com-
munity and from the larger community. The task-force design was
used not only to facilitate an exchange of ideas, but also to ex-
plore applications of the community model as a means for resolv-
ing campus problems.

The Mental Health Services and the Changing University Community
Task Force's report, QuaLty o6 Educationa L6e, PA,Lom:tiez bon
Today, discussed how life on campus has been affected by changes
in society and changes in the university's role. These changes
have placed new demands upon the higher education system. But

dynamics within the system have grown inflexible and dehumaniz-
ing as a result of system priorities--stability, predictability,
and maintenance. These priorities set in motion dynamics which
compel campus members to conform to system needs. Human concerns
that would dictate that the system grow and change in conformity
with campus needs are suppressed. The quality of educational
life suffers as a result. Problems proliferate as pressures build
between system demands and human needs. A sense of purpose is
eroded. Dissatisfactions among campus members are high. Crises
or conflicts erupt easily.

The Mental Health Consultation on the Campus Task Force in its
report, Con. atation: A Paocuz 604 Coatinuows IwtautLonat
Renewal, presented a consultative design process as a means to
reach a higher quality of educational life. Members of the cam-
pus community can use the design to assess and define various
objectives ',1.1 relation to needs; they can also employ the con-
sultative design for developing, implementing, and evaluating
programs and policies whose objectives have originated from the
assessed and defined needs.

The Preventive Intervention Task Force, likewise, sought for mea-
sures campuses can use to achieve a higher quality of education-
al life. From the task force's perspective, there are three
overriding conditions on campus--the monolithic nature of the
higher education system, student withdrawal from education, and
racism--which produce levels of stress so high as to seriously
erode the quality of educational life, and which stand in great-
est need of preventive interventions. There are many measures a
campus could take to prevent these conditions. But task force
members feel that the most effective preventions for these con-
ditions can be found in measures which lay completely new tracks
upon which the course of events can run, rather than measures
which smooth out bumps along the old tracks.



In their final report, New Duignz: Pnevent Educationa Cinsuae-
tie4, Pumote Eduoltiona Guwth, they discuss new approaches
which campuses could undertake. They suggest that through the
promotion of student unity, students can gain the necessary power
to engage in upauentative conflict which will change the mono-
lithic nature of higher education and prevent open, destructive
conflict with the system. Legitimizing student safety-valves can
complement representational conflict by promoting the release of
tension and thereby enabling students to turn their efforts to-
ward constructive endeavors. The task force suggests that stu-
dent withdrawal can be prevented with new designs that promote
student responsibility, authority, and participation in the high-
er education system. Racism on campus can be prevented through
the promotion of a celebration of ethnic differences.

The new designs imply that mental health delivery systems on cam-
pus will have to become more open and involved with community
programming and participation. Task force members offer a brief
questionnaire by which services can judge how responsive they are
to community involvement and how prepared they are to adjust pro-
gramming efforts to new designs. The new designs suggested by
the task force are offered not only as a means to prevent stress
and conflict on campus, but also as a means to increase the qual-
ity of educational life for each member of the campus community.

I wish to express my appreciation to the task, force for their
participation and contributions to the program. The task force
meetings, with their frank and honest exchange of ideas, were, I
believe, a valuable learning experience for us all. I would also
like to express my thanks to the ogram's Staff Associate, Lu
Anne Aulepp, who assisted with task force meetings and in the
assembling of the final report. Valuable assistance was given
by our Program Secretaries, Linda Martin, who made task force
meeting arrangements, and Cheryl Towns, who prepared the report
manuscript for publication.

James H. Banning, Ph.D., Director
Improving Mental Health Services on Western Campuses
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NEW DESIGNS: PREVENT EDUCATIONAL CASUALTIES,

PROMOTE EDUCATIONAL GROWTH

A stitch in time saves nine. But if the seam remains under stress,
even a timely stitch is inadequate. The article's original design
may need to be changed in order to reduce the level of stress upon
the seam.

Within the structures of our campuses there are a number of split-
ting seams and seams under extraordinary levels of stress. Many
preventive measures can and should be taken, but the members of
this task force believe that among the best preventions would be
the promotion of new designs to cope with the stresses. We be-
lieve stresses which build as the result of the monolithic high-
er education system can be prevented by promoting student power
and safety valves within the system. Many stresses which cause
student withdrawal from school can be prevented by promoting stu-
dent responsibility and multilevel participation in the function-
ing of the higher education system. The stresses racism causes
can be prevented by promoting a celebration of differences on
campuses. Mental health and student services, through their ef-
forts in prevention programming, can assist the development of new
designs that will promote these changes.

The Monotithic Sy4stem

For decades, or even centuries, students have watched wits with
the educational system and have contended with the code of con-
duct in a symbolic, nonviolent way. They have engaged in what
social theorists call "nonrealistic conflict"; that is, some sort
of behavior motivated by sentiments of hostility, but falling
short of a frontal attack or direct confrontation.

One of the university's major lines of defense is the establish-
ment of clear-cut distinctions or boundary maintenance between
itself and the continual flow of students through its doors. The
university relies upon its sources of power in maintaining the
boundary in its contention with students. Today, much of that
power, is derived from overlapping and interlocking Telationships
with legislatures, government agencies, business and financial
interests, philanthropic foundations, and the military.

From the students' viewpoint, perhaps the most formidable weapon
wielded in the nonrealistic conflict has been the university's
boundary maintenance function. It has served to keep students
disenfranchised and the "establishment" in power. As stresses
have increased in one area or another within the campus structure
past patterns of nonrealistic conflict have been unable to take
the pressure, and violence has occurred. In seeking preventive
measures imagination should be used to promote student power.
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On the basis of equality or near-equality the two sides can estab-
lish new patterns for nonviolent confrontation.

One new form of nonrealistic conflict that could be applied to the
campus scene is the socially controlled exchange between individ-
uals chosen as representatives by mutually hostile groups. Stu-
dents could engage in representative conflict with universities
if they had the approximate strength. Therefore, if representa-
tive conflict is to substitute for campus violence, attention will
have to be given to developing the means by which students can
unite as a regional or even national collectivity or social class.
The students' issues will have to go beyond local, petty concerns
and deal with issues generically relevant. As cohesion and unity
develop, such issues will become clarified. Student representa-
tives will be able to present society and higher education rea-
soned arguments and ideas for needed changes. They may even go
beyond representative conflict to research and development con-
cerning educational issues that foundations, the government, bus-
iness, or even the university will be interested to underwrite.

To accomplish student collectivity and power, an efficient system
of communication is essential. Currently, an important weakness
in the student approach to the university is ignorance with re-
spect to what is occurring in other universities and only a blurry
knowledge of the fundamental problems from which student disaffec-
tion arises. The grapevine and underground paper is pitted against
professional meetings and journals. Mechanisms need to be built
so students can exchange information, share resources, and develop
new ideas that their representatives can-introduce to the system.

A second form of nonrealistic conflict which seems viable and
would complement a representational exchange is the evolution of
safety-valve institutions that would serve to deflect hostile
feelings into a socially approved activity. Many societies faced
with the potential for violent behavior have legitimized the col-
lective releases of tension which are not totally divorced from
the conditions of the struggle, and, often, have beneficial con-
sequences for the combatants; especially, the ordinary person who
feels the effects of alienation, but who is either incapable of
engagement or not disposed to actively engage in the battle. Ex-

amples from other cultures include the Mardi gras and ritual cele-
brations that commonly require physical and emotional exertion,
along with some element of competition or judgment of performance,
and that often involve an approved transgression of the norms which
rigidly govern everyday behavior. In any case, an essential fea-
ture of the safety-valve institution is provision for a nonviolent
catharsis or release of hostility and frustration. Students can
then turn their energies toward more constructi[. pursuits.

College students and youth in the United States may be currently
devising and initiating safety-valve institutions that could be
legitimized. One example is the rock festival. Certainly events
such as Woodstock bear a striking resemblance to those diverting
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hostility in other societies. If one agreed to the desirability
of this approach to the avoidance of violence, what would be re-
quired? First, a great deal of sociological imagination and em-
pathy with the now generation, for surely the panty raids of yes-
teryear are hopelessly out of date. An effective public relations
campaign would also be needed, since the general public's reaction
to events such as rock festivals has indicated that the new safety-
valve institutions are not fully in keeping with the traditional
ethic of propriety that characterized social values in the United
States.

Student WitAdnamat.

An important concern for many people is the number of students who
drop out of higher education each year. A substantial proportion
of dropouts leave for reasons other than failing grades. Dropouts
not only represent a fiscal cost to the institution but they repre-
sent a cost to society in disillusioned youth.

Suzie SmaAtzwonth, Midaetown High School's Honor. Society Ptuident,
ventuted booth into the hatts o6 knowledge at het 6tiendey neighboA-
hood cottege. Ha glowing 6antazieo o6 tfine4ide chats with pto6e6-
4ots, probing inquitim into .the natute o6 truth and other etetnae
quandatiez, and te4eatch--4tudy with 4i4tet and btothet students-
400n 6aded.. Su6ie14 dteams were replaced with the cottuive tou-
tine o6 changing ceaszez, huvaethey exchanged tematia. with teachers ,
and withstanding the noisy dormitory balotage.

Susie was bed up. Then she happened upon Hetbie HiAzute. Hitu, an

appdation awarded by pciend4 and di4ciptez, was a &ea prophet
who "entightened" people .through the mitactez o6 drug chemiztty.
When Hatt tanned Suzie on to his cotoa60. message, she quickiy Lost
intetezt in the drudgery o6 univetzity 2i6e. She "dropped out"...

1 behove that youth have caught onto that great Ametican hoax-
the mythicae Ountain o6 knowledge which i4 the univeuity. Out
cottege system, none o6ten than not, is a middle -clash vemion
o6 the juvenite detention home. (a6tet ate, you have to keep the
kids o66t*e 4tteetz somehow). Students realize, upon ondaing
the "6/Et.Ut,s oi knowledge" 6Aom a restaurant with a one-cout4e menu,

that they teatey have no choice's at all. Theft teal hoe are
to put up on shut up, and i6 not, then to Leave on be'kicked out.
And so many do Leave.

1 tam the phenomenon the "withdnawat syndrome." It seems to be
an inckeasingty ptevaZent de6ense mechanizm employed by student
whose mental heatth,i4 endangered by univetisity ti6e. Some foto.-

ney 6onth on drug 6anta4im, others zealously chant "Hate Knishna"
on city street cotnetz. Whatever their escape neuter, these stu-
dents have tetit the system and accepted the& ittesponzibitity,
i.e., poweteeune44. Oi couture, thi4.04teting o6 iAkesponzibitity
began Long ago in primary school and ,is °ay continued at the univ-
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emity .CeveC. The admi.n,i4tmtots s.tieC retain thcia paiviteged
kesponisib.U.ity 6on opetating the umi.veks.&ty.

An flipontant eftment od puts.ttation to 4tudeut4 .is the utivcts,tty's

grasp o6 power thhough the ctedewtiaing system. 16 .students make

ate the Aight tunas !n the tabyti.mth o6 academic dL4cip.Unez, they
wat evemtuatty /teach .the peateau known as bachetoe4 degkee.
Highek up this academic tadde . .tz a Ph.D. degAce.

Th,i)s tcadA in to the oiit-debated question o6 whether 6tademts gain
an education on nu ey a job ticket (and o6ten not even that) in
theik journeys thnough academia. 76 ,student6 ate 'situated thkough
depantmentat s,LCveh, witt they and can they 244ume hezpouibiUty
bon .their teakning expettence? I think the admin,iz.tAatokz (and
tegiztatokz bon pubtic inztitutionz) now the anzwek. Ye, when
4tudentz (me 6aded, stamped, ondEed, and bent zu66icientey,
they wilt behave pnopekty, do .their homework, and du-tqwety pakti-
t.sLpate in the great Amekican economic cactus. Facuttiez atzo know
the answer - -do your job on get a 4ataky cwt, palLacutalay in 4tate
4chootz.

I submit, howeven, that .these nanir_ow 6oAtiLeum 06 specialization
do a gteat dizzekvice to students, phoOzzokz, the community, and
"knoweedge" in genekaC. Speciatizati.on ,leads to 6nagmeattion
and £o44 o6 an overall peupective. Theke L tittle chance to
Leann, but Much oppoAtumity to memohize.

One "4otution" iz to have students Aezeakch areas o6 knoweedge
Aegandte44 o6 depattinentat hence. They would cottabonate with
pko6e44okz as co-nezeahcheu. The advantage 42 that students
wouldn't be engaged in hepet-Ltive, mickey-mots e exercises. Instead
they wmed be gaining 6i/0.1;1=d expekience as pIttLcipant obzekvelz
in the exptonatony phocuz o6 education. Learning "how to teann"
wowed better enable 4tudentz to make their:. own decisions, kathek
than mouthing ovvationked peatitudez.

A4 6o& 4tudent41 mcape mechanizmz, what happens? What I .loosely

temn the drug cut.tute nedeem itz "6aeten" thnough such endeavors
as drug hehabiti,tation centers, commune, and home o66eting 6/Lee
Good and a ptace to cka4h. U4uatty ex-headz, who've gotten them-
4e-emu "4tnaLghtened out," initiate and nun the4e centers . The
impoktant point heke .6 that liwtmen headb have assumed ne4pon4i-
bitity bon getting them etvez together and ate wiLeing to help
othehz do the same. They've channeled their enekgiez into an
area wheke much needs to be done and where, mono o6ten than not,
-they are move "expert" than the medieat ps ychotogicat experts.
AU° they are abte to cottabonate with pao6ezzionatz (such as
doctors and nuk4e4) instead o6 being zub4ekvient to them. Thee
activitiez hetp to hein6once their ego identqication and set t-
con64.dence, ,Lbws 4uteting good manta heath.

Thee drug nehabititation/coueting centek4 can pnovide modetz
bon netated akeaz. Since I assume that the univenzity 4houtd
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6ostek set6-knowtedge and .the seakcit can basic knoweedge, aniv-
euittes coutd pnovide cm oppoktuhi,ty bon expekimcnttng in new
tweatZeth-centwty Uving pattekhs., F04 ill/Stance, communes that
inctude students, teach(,:o, and tat and anc eaLtety nun by
those invotvcd could opetItc on campus in valLtous ways, depending
upon the group's intuLests. The university coutd 6oste7 studcht
independence and kesponsibaity by Wiling student auiORS OvC7
to students. The univetsity coutd add to owe knoweedge by 6und-
ing minonity students to nescanch the,a cur-tuAat he/LUages and
aterwing minon.it,Les to expmblent with new tuAning techniques
that incorporate thea eat:tuna etonchts ihto the cunnicuta and
ti6c o6 the campus. Then the campus might become an intetestiag,
cxcLang ptace to be kathen than an expexLence PtOm which to 6tec.

-- Shari. Capra

As these thoughts about Susie Smartsworth's plight suggest, there
is need on campus for many new designs. A basic element of these
designs would be multilevel student participation. The concept
"multilevel" recognizes the fact that all aspects of the student's
life are important, and that students should be responsibly in-
volved in all of them. The concept "participation" recognizes
that students share power and authority with faculty and adminis-
trators. Multilevel student participation, therefore, recognizes
that students are adults and able to engage meaningfully in univ-
ersity decisions from budgetary considerations to what speakers
will be invited on campus.

To achieve multilevel student participation will necessitate a
basic attitudinal change on the part of many students, staff,
faculty, and administrators. Although token student participation
at some levels of campus activity has become a popular response
to student demands, the examples of real shared participation and
authority are few. The feeling persists that only professionals
know what is best for students. As the following model will de-
tail, it takes time and a commitment to participation to try out
various kinds of participatory models in order for multilevel
student participation to become a reality.

As a pelt-son intekested in the mentat heaLdi o6 (Jun students on
campus my cancan ties in the ptevention o6 insUtutionat pub-
teals which gene/Late atkenation, 6nustkation, anxiety, and hos-
titity among students. I am convinced that paimany nupowibit-
ity eon pkeventing these mentat heatth pkobtems nests with indiv-
icfuat depaktments and depaktment heads.

My anatysiz is that the nature o6 our modern academic listitutions

a anchaic bureaucracy, and the phit.ozophy a aknogance. The
buneauckacy, o6 course, a a 6unction o6 the intettectuat. arum-
gance o6 6acattymembenz and,administkatons. We have &Lied unden-
gnaduate pnognam on the assumption .that every student wite, in
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6act, go to graduate schoot. And we kLte zta66 not on the basis
o6 any /teat evatuation o6 theia teaching inteneztz on abititiez,
but /Lathe& on the basis o6 theia conttibutionz to the department
at the graduate .rev et.

The intekezing point is .that no one asks the ztudent, "Who au
the good .teachers ?" on "What kind o6 couazez and content zhoutd
be presented ?" I have bound, i6 ztudentz cute coked .these ques-
tions and aCtowed to patticipate, that they respond in a very
positive mannea and cute capable o6 tatLonal dizeuzzion coneming
admimiztAative decizionz and pnobtems. However, the "toad to the-in
paaticipation iz not a Ample one.

The 6iazt route I 6ottowed was to open att zta66 meetings .to ztu-
dentz, giving them a vote and the oppottunity to pakticipate in
depaatmentat a66aikz. The ztudentz seldom knew what was
dizeuzzed and setdom panticiLted, and uttimatety seldom attended.

I then paopozed that an advisory eouncit o6 aepaezentative zudentz
majming in Nychotogy be pamed. This advizony council would be
advi4ony dikectty to me as head o6 the psychotogy department and
not to the zta66. The togie behind thi4 netationship was that ztu-
dentz .threatened zta66 and zta66 thaeatened ztudentz.

A eouncit was elected and met. I exptained that the eouncit eoutd
zeave as the voice o6 the majors on att depattnent matters without
bean o6 nepti4atz. I paopozed that they accept the chattenge to
nedezign ouk cutticutum, set up a zyztem o6 evatuation bon depaat-
mutat teaching, and make aecommendationz conemning campus poticiez
which I cowed take on .to appupkiate tevetz.

The advisory group met enthusiaztiaatty in two weeks, .less enthuzi-
azticatty two-weeks Eaten, and alien two more week's only a hew stu-
dents showed up. With me .leading the group and catti.ng the meet-
ingz, the,ztudentz viewed the council as zimpty an extension o6 my
position. A6tea dizauzzing -the situation with an inteaezted ztu-
dent, I tuaned oven the advisory council to the ztudentz. Through
hand work the ztudentz aeomanized, aezetected, and reconvened the
council. I spoke to the council again, giving them the same azzua-
ancez, but walked away with the undeastanding that they would meet
on .their own zehedute to work on pnobtems that they 6ett were zig-
nillicant and would each me when they were neady to tat me what
they wanted.

The itezu&z were 6antaztie. The council met a -total o6 seven
.times within two weeks wonking on cukkieutum revision. Their

product was accepted with only minor nevizionz, which were
discussed with and accepted by the council.

The council then chose to wank on teaching evatuationz, and I .told
-them one-thind o6 the zt41616 salary raises would be based upon
.their aecommendationz. As they ztauggted with evatuatiOnz they
began .hoofing putty haggati.d. However, .their f final aecommendationz
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and the juoti6ication 6on them weke ass zophi:sticated and az ne-
zponisibZe az could be expected 6nom the most wise admin,Utnaton.
Natmatey, hat6 the zta66 applauded thio paocedune and hat6 op-
poised it.

The majority o6 council member kept that conotituent ztudento,
in6onmed o6 vuncte actions and the neoutto o6 hese actiono,.
They elected a nepkezentative to attend ate departmental zta66
meetingz. Copiez o6 depaAtment head dikectiveo, and umivenoity and
departmental memonandumo wete cent to council membeAo. Overt tone

council membeito have initiated zemincous, zpeciat ceazzeo and
courses , tutoAing zyztemo, and psychotogy paojecto.

One o6 the councW4 necommendatLon4 was that isoiN-thing had to be
done concekning the academic udv.bsing zyztem. They 6cet the ma-
jokity o6 zta66 did not know much about the negatkation zyztem,
courses taught, and inztAuctoitz. They bctLeved that uppekceazz-
men, having gone thkuugh the zyztem and being knowledgeable about
cours es and inztAuctono, could bettek zetve az academic advaoito
to the Pteohmen. A council zubcommittee developed with me a stu-
dent -nun advaing zyztem 6on. 6nezhmen ptann-big to major in psy
chology.

A ouiciat aspect o6 the development oti out student pantLcipation
was giving ztudento authotay along with decizion-making &upon-
zibititics. An equally .impontant aspect was pekceiving the7neat-
ity that 4tudento 1:an make contnibutionz without zupetvizion on
ditection.

--AnthuA McDonald

The Cetebization o6 Di66ekencez

Higher education has promoted through its teaching, curricula,
research, operations, and living mode the majority culture's
values and norms. Great faith was given to the belief that all
groups would become uniformly socialized in the melting pot and
that higher education was an important stage in the process. But
turbulent events arising out of recent ethnic movements have put
the process under critical scrutiny.

Little or no attention, until recent times, has been paid to the
value dilemma of socializing people to act as if they were mem-
bers of another racial group. Among racial minorities there has
been an intensive search for effective means of preventing psy-
chological problems and promoting psychological soundness through
the use of racial awareness, identity, and pride. From this per-
spective, much of social science information is under attack be-
cause the findings are at variance with the reevaluation of social
perceptions on the part of racial minorities. These perceptions
compel a virtual about-face in the orientation of the entrenched
ethos which holds to the melting pot myth and the singularity of
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social norms. Holistic or monolithic dogma interact to determine
psychological, social, and cultural norms which not only dominate
racial minorities but perpetuate sociopolitical enslavement of
such groups and cripple the enslavers.

Thus, when one questions the virtue of ethnicity as a system for
developing social competence, the basic network of meanings,
functions, and authority positions of the larger society must be
examined critically. The national consensus does not suggest
acceptance of cultural differences or diversity but rather pro-
motes a translation of these which implies operational deviance
and inferiority as well. Functionally, this majority cultural
translation gets implemented in less than human treatment for
non-whites. For those who "make it," the mainstream requirements
compel them to think and to act as if they were members of the
dominant group. Criteria of behavior and social competence, Le-
come based upon the denial or rejection of values peculiar to
ethnic cultures.

The struggle to gain and maintain an authentic sense of self
through ethnicity does have a basis in fact in the American ideal.
A significant part of the positive aspects of the power of this
nation derives from the diversity of its people. Unfortunately,
however, the assertion and celebration of differences has been the
right and privilege of whites only. Tensions have developed be-
tween the social expectations of particular ethnic groups and the
inability of the dominant members of society to accept the options
of cultural plurality.

Self-appraisal is a reflection of organized social experience. For
this reason individuals of the same socioeconomic status tend to
have more homogeneous self-concepts. In this regard, age and
social class membership surface as significant determinants of
self-feelings. It is also important to note that these factors
influence cognitive development and social roles. Of no less
importance are the differential social systems based upon age,
sex, race, and socioeconomic status.

Feelings of adequacy not only reduce the variance between perceived
and ideal self but facilitate levels of aspiration that are positive-
ly related to mastery in performance. Poor insight regarding self-
concept and objective reality tends to be reflected in maladaptive
behavior. Defensive behavior is related to the nature of self-
appraisal. In short, how one sees oneself affects the way one be-
haves. Ideal self-concepts are useful in understanding optimal
adjustment. Whether one has a feeling of "fitting in" with a
particular group can be determined by the relationship between
perceived and ideal self-concepts. This information is especially
useful because of its implications for professional services or
programs for various groups that are nonwhite.

A campus environment of negative experiences promotes the incor-
poration of def,,ating personality traits which are instrumental
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in depressing the ability to function adequately. What is desir-
able is that higher education and the practice of psychology re-
flect knowledge and methods which presents cultural diversity as
a positive good. This growing recognition of the need to recon-
ceptualize, understand, and use ethnicity as a paradigm is a re-
cent occurrence.

Systems of service delivery, including higher education and cam-
pus mental health facilities, have too long operated under the
illusion that there is but one acceptable standard or social norm
for behavior. Open systems have to be developed which w'11 elim-
inate present professional territories that are based upon out-
worn assumptions and misinformation about the national ethos.
What is needed now is an honest evaluation of values which are
being perpetuated and a moral commitment to promoting a celebra-
tion of differences for all the people.

An Open MentaL Heath Detiveky Sy6tem

In the current campus design, mental healti facilities are gener-
ally a closed system because the service handles individual prob-
lems and seldom relates these problems to environmental sources
or community issues. But the facility's case load is indicative
of two things: first, that there are many high-stress points
within the higher education environment producing casualties and
second, that the present mental health delivery system is in need
of some redesigning to handle the stress upon it.

A more open mental health delivery system could address both prob-
lems. Through the promotion of community participation and pro-
gramming, it could assist the system in achieving new designs that
would prevent system stress and decrease system casualties. The
mental health delivery system would still find itself under stress.
But the current stress associated with treating individual casual-
ties would shift to a stress associated with the creation of new
designs and henc= it would be. more beneficial to higher education
and serve a greater number of people than the present delivery sys-
tem is capable of doing.

Campus community needs differ from school to school, and thus the
type of community programming conducted by mental health facilities
will differ. However, the urgent need for services to become in-
volved in the prevention of educational casualties and the pro-
motion of educational growth is increasing on all campuses. The
following self-analysis quiz was designed to help administrators
and mental health personnel determine how great a role the ser-
vice has taken in fulfilling this urgent campus need.
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PREVENTION OF EDUCATIONAL CASUALTY AND THE
PROMOTION OF EDUCATIONAL GROWTH

A Self-Analysis Quiz
for

Campus Mental Health Services

General Questions Regarding Campus Community

1. What does your service know about the campus community?

A. What are the objectives within the community?

8. What are the designs to reach these objectives?

C. What are the reward systems implied in current designs?

D. What power sources perpetuate the current reward systems?

2. What role does your service play in the community?

A. Is the service involved in setting objectives?

8. Is the service involved in designing policies and programs

to reach the objectives?

C. Is the service involved in developing reward systems?

D. Is the service involved with or within power sources?

SCORING: To the extent the answers to these questions are
"don'r know" or "not involved," the campus mental health
service is seen by the task force as not playing as signi-
ficant a role as it could in the prevention of educational
casualty and the promotion of educational growth.

Specific Questions for Campus Mental Health Services

1. Does the service see as its primary responsibility the treat-

ment of individuals and their intrapsychic pathology?

2. Does the service rely upon the traditional-individual role of

analysis to explain individual distress (illness)?

3. Does the service have an orientation towards treatment rather

than prevention or enhancement?

4. Does the service have only limited participation in the for-

mation of administrative policies and procedures?

5. Does the service have limited review and comment upon cur-

riculum or faculty practicum?
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6. Does the service employ only mental health professionals?

7. Does the service operate without significant consumer input

in the development, implementation, and evaluation of programs?

SCORING: To the extent the answers to these questions are
"yes," the mental health service is seen by the task force
as not playing as significant a role as it could in the
prevention of educational casualty and the promotion of
educational growth.

Questions for Further Programming Analysis

1. Does your service have a list of objectives or goals? How do

these goals or objectives relate to community issues? How do

these goals or objectives relate to the issue of prevention

and promotion?

2. How are your service's program efforts distributed? What por-

tion of these efforts relate to prevention and promotion?

3. How are your service's money resources distributed? What por-

tion of these resources relate to prevention and promotion?

4. By what methods and criteria are your current prevention and

promotion efforts judged to be successful or unsuccessful?

5. By what methods and criteria will the need for future preven-

tion and promotion be determined?

SCORING: Detailed responses to these questions should provide
a profile on the type of prevention and promotion programming
the campus mental health service provides. To the extent that
prevention and promotion are not linked to community issues
and not included in program efforts, objectives, and goals and
to the extent that the community does not participate in the
planning, delivery, and evaluation of services, the service
is seen by the task force as not playing as significant a role
as it could in the prevention of educational casualty and the
promotion of educational growth.

Summary

The campus can employ many methods to prevent educational casual-
ties and to promote educational growth. But many preventive
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methods are of a stop-gap nature. In the shbrt run, they dill
prevent campus stress from bursting through the system's ,.;eams.
In the long run, a more lasting and beneficial prevention is the
promotion of new system designs that will reduce campus stress.

The monolithic higher education system causes many undue stresses.
By redesigning the system to promote student power and safety-
valves, these stresses can be prevented and educational growth
enhanced. The high incidence of student withdrawal can be pre-
vented by system design changes that promote student responsibil-
ity and multilevel participation. The extraordinary stress im-
posed upon minority campus members can be prevented through sys-
tem designs that recognize plurality and give positive value to
ethnicity.

System design is a complex undertaking. System change or redesign
can be an even more complex challenge. Certainly the campus has
the human resources and knowledge to take up the challenge. Cam-
pus mental health facilities must number among the contributors
for new system designs. An effective approach would be redesign-
ing the delivery system to promote community programming. Through
these efforts, mental health services can become active in assist-
ing higher education in the prevention of educational casualties
and the promotion of educational growth.
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